Talents
for your company
WHO WE ARE

Hungary’s first 4-month full time coding bootcamp.

WHAT WE DO

Our school provides a headhunting platform for companies seeking
to bring talented and ambitious coders on board.
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We RECRUIT and SELECT
To find the best candidates

We EDUCATE
To take the best out of them

We MATCH PEOPLE TO COMPANIES
To help long time partners find each other

Our selection process is made of 5 stages,
led by psychologist.
It’s a highly complex process all focused on
the simple goal of identifying the smartest
and most motivated people.

Our students spend 680 hours learning,
90% of the course is based on real-life
projects. We use agile methodology with
scrum master and product owner roles,
which are filled by our mentors (senior
software developers).

We always have a talent pool ready to start
working immediately. We have placed over
280 junior developers to our partner companies to date

HIRE LOYALTY

WITH A GUARANTEE

We work closely together with Green Fox talents for
over 4 months. We know their skills, their personalities,
their motivations. We help you find the best match(es)
to maximize your chances for loyal employees.

(which no partner has required yet!)
If the candidate fails to fulfil the job requirements
during the first three months, we will provide
alternative candidates to choose from.

Our talents...
Are motivated
During the selection we pay special attention to
what keeps them going.

HAVE WORK EXPERIENCE
The average age of our students is 29 years, most
come from working backgrounds.

Are fluent English speakers
Each student speaks English at least at an intermediate level when starting our school and they continue
to improve it during the course. Each week they
have to present their projects in English.

HAVE GOOD SOFT SKILLS
During the course we focus not only on coding,
but also on the development of soft skills like
communication, being a good team player or
stress management.

AVAILABILITY
We always have talents who are available to work immediately at any given time.
Tech our graduates use:
| C# | C | HTML | CSS | TypeScript | Amazon Web Service | Java | Terraform | Jenkins | Docker | Python
| ApacheSpark | TensorFlow | ST Life.Augmented | Spring | Ruby on Rails | React | Node.js | .NET | LabVIEW
| Django | Angular | Android | Selenium

GET ACCESS TO YOUR NEW TALENT POOL!
Don’t miss this unmatched opportunity to enrich your company with new talent.

Barbora WACHTLOVÁ

+420 733 631 993
barbora.wachtlova@greenfoxacademy.com

